Abstract
Introduction
Requirement engineering is the first phase in the software development process, and the requirements obtained in this phase relates to the quality of the final software products [1] [2] [3] . Appropriate changes of the requirements can improve the software products and enhance the satisfaction of the stakeholders, but once the changes occurs after the establishment of the requirements specification, the work in the other phases will also be affected [4] . An effective requirements management method will play an active role in the whole software development process.
In recent years, the logic-based techniques have been used in the requirements management continually. AGM framework thinks that the new information is always more reliable than the old, and the new information should be fully accepted [5] . Generally speaking, belief revision [6] is a process in which the original belief is modified when new evidence appears. The opposite one is called the non-priority belief revision [7] [8] [9] , which doesn't think the new information can always replace the old information. R. Booth proposed a negotiation-style framework which based on the non-priority belief revision [7] . Ke-Dian Mu et al., refined Booth framework and applied it into the requirements management field [10] .
Booth framework is an abstract structure, whose functions and definitions should be given specific interpretations when facing specific knowledge domain. Mu etc. defined the forms of the current requirements specification and the request of requirements change, and also defined an ordering method by which all the possible propositional worlds can be divided into some equivalence classes. They also proposed three negotiation models, respectively are: (1) fully accept the change request, (2) fully retain the current requirements, (3) both sides make concessions. The priority levels of the requirements are the basis of the negotiation, the original requirements specification is seen as the current set of beliefs, and the request for changing requirements as the new evidence, and the goal is to reach an agreement between the two parties.
In the framework of Booth and Mu, the requirements priority levels are necessary, which need the predefinition of the negotiation parties. The rationality and standard of the priority setting will affect the negotiation result, especially when the conflicting requirements have the same priority level or the requirements are vaguely defined, this method loses advantage. Based on Mu's work, this paper proposes a negotiation method in which the requirements priority levels are ignored. This method redefines the forms of the current requirements specification and the request of requirements changes, improves the method of equivalence classes division, proposes the "4 equivalence classes" division method that divides all the possible propositional worlds into at most 4 classes, thus the negotiation can be finished in finite rounds, this method accelerates the negotiation, perfects the original framework to some extent.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces Mu's work briefly. Section 3 proposes an improved scheme for the equivalence classes division. Section 4 gives a case to illustrate the improved framework. Section 5 gives the comparison with the related work and summarizes our work.
Mu's Framework for Requirements Changes Management
In the stage of the logical expression of the requirements, Mu etc. translate different forms of requirements into the first-order logic expressions, and define the requirements collection  , and each formula   represents a requirement state. The requirements set is expressed as 1 2 3 ,,      , which has the priority "" High , "" Medium and"" Low orderly [11] . If a fact  and its negation   can be derived meanwhile, there is an inconsistency.
W is used to denote the set of all the possible propositional worlds and they defined a preorder relationship In brief, the negotiation-style belief revision can be seen as a process that consists of the function g and the concession operation   , and it can be summarized as the following steps:
(1) Initialization, set 00 , S S T T  .
(2) If 00
ST    , take 00 ( , ) Merge S T S T , else go on negotiating until there is intersection between S and T , where n is minimal that meets
(4) The specific concession rules: Here given a case that uses model (3) to handle the inconsistency caused by the requirements changes. 
An Improved Equivalence Classes Division Method
Mu et al., refined the Booth framework based on the knowledge of the requirements domain. In which, the stratification of W (equivalence classes division) plays an important role to the final negotiation result. S and T both defined priority levels for their requirements, so the equivalence classes division is also based on the priority ,and generally speaking, the quantity of the equivalence classes is uncertain. On the basis of Mu's framework, this paper improves equivalence classes division method, redefines the forms of the current requirements specification and the request of requirements changes, and S and T are seen as completely equal negotiating parties, the priorities of the requirements are ignored in the process of negotiations. "4 equivalence classes" division method is defined, and to any negotiation, W will be divided in to no more than 4 stratifications. S and T negotiate based on the division method until they reach an agreement. The quantity of the equivalence classes is finite, thus it will have less negotiation rounds that accelerate the negotiation, and finally get the negotiation result satisfied by both sides in finite steps. The overall framework is as follows: 
Figure 1. The Advanced Framework
Firstly, this paper defines the forms of the current requirements specification and the request of requirements changes, still uses the first-order logic to express the requirements, S represents the current requirements specification and T represents the request of requirements changes, where S and T have the same interpretation, they are completely equal. As the negotiating parties give priorities to the requirements from their own point of view, in the process of negotiation, the priorities are ignored, in short, S and T negotiate completely equally under the conditions of ignoring the priorities so as to get the negotiation result quickly and improve the negotiation efficiency.
Next, dividing the equivalence classes for W , the "4 equivalence classes" division method is based on an "extending operation", and the definition of "extending operation" is as follows:
efine D
1.(extending operation)
To one fact, the extending operation is a process that gets the negation-value of this fact, and to several facts, the extending operation is a process that gets all the possible values except for the truth-value of all the facts and the negation-value of all the facts.
According to the extending operation, the requirements set () S or T can be divided into 4 equivalence classes Then an example will be used to illustrate the application of the division method in the negotiation framework: 
An Example Study
This paper still uses the case that Mu used in his paper [10] to illustrate the division method and prove the correctness and efficiency of the method.
Most of the requirements specifications are described in natural language [12] , in a residential area, the requirements of the access control system in natural language can be described as follows:
(1) The requirements with the priority of "" High :
The vehicles without permission cannot be allowed to enter this area;
The vehicles with permission can be allowed to enter this area;
The condition that a vehicle without permission tries to enter the area will trigger the warning alarm.
(2) The requirements with the priority of "" Medium :
If the warning alarm is triggered, the vehicle cannot push the entrance button again.
In order to translate the above requirements into first-order logical expressions, the following predicates and constant are introduced: Push x y to denote that x pushes the button y , entr to denote the entrance button.
Corresponding, the logic expressions of the requirements can be described as follows: In the process of making requirements, the emergency managing system asks the access control system to take the emergency into consideration, for example the fire engine should enter the area successfully, so we get the request of requirements changes:
The requirements with the priority of "" High :
(T1) The fire engine should be seen as the emergency vehicle.
(T2) The emergency vehicles without permission can be allowed to enter this area; (T3) Except for the emergency vehicles, the vehicles without permission cannot be allowed to enter this area;
In order to translate the above requirements into first-order logical expressions, the following predicate and constant are introduced again: We use _ fire e to denote that x is a fire engine, () Emer x to denote that x is an emergency vehicle. When checking the consistency of requirements, only the ground formulas should be considered, so the original requirements are expressed in the following forms: Corresponding, the logic expressions of the changing request can be described as follows: 
High
Ent fire e  T , so there exists inconsistency, as the emergency is necessary to be considered, the request should be fully accepted, model (1) is selected. As the request only asks to change the "" High level requirements, we should retain the "" Medium level requirements, and set: ) , after verification, the replace operation can keep the consistency well, so the request is fully accepted, and the final requirements can be described in natural language as follows:
The fire engine should be seen as the emergency vehicle.
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Except for the emergency vehicles, the vehicles without permission cannot be allowed to enter this area;
Except for the emergency vehicles, the condition that a vehicle without permission tries to enter the area will trigger the warning alarm.
Comparison and Conclusion
In the software development process, the management for the requirements changes is very critical [13] . The belief revision has been successfully applied in requirements management, AGM framework [5] thinks that the new information is always more reliable than the old, and the new information should be fully accepted. In Mu's framework [10] , the negotiation is based on the priority, and the negotiation parties should predefine the priority levels for their requirements, but in some circumstances, the clients have the inaccurate definitions for the requirements priorities, or the conflicting requirements have the same priority level, Mu's framework didn't give schemes to these circumstances.
Based on Mu's work, this paper improved and complemented the work of dividing stratifications for W , redefined the forms of the current requirements specification and the request of requirements changes, S and T are seen as completely equal negotiating parties, the priorities of the requirements in S and T are ignored, and we defined "4 equivalence classes" division method, whose division result is the foundation to the negotiation. Our division method is very efficient when facing the situation that the two negotiators having uncertain definitions for the requirements priorities or when the conflicting requirements have the same priority level. As the quantity of the equivalence classes is finite, the negotiation round is finite, it accelerates the negotiation and improves the efficiency of negotiation, it perfects the original framework to some extent. Finally, a case of managing the requirements changes for an access control system is used to illustrate the correctness and efficiency of the method proposed in this paper.
